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1. Introduction to DataOps

The data lifecycle from
start to finish is a very
complicated progression
from ingestion, manual
data correction,
transformations,
integration across
sources, aggregations,
cleansing and the
massaging of data by
different teams that are
unaware of one another
nor understand the
changes.

DataOps is an emerging data management discipline that is getting a lot of traction
and on the rise according to Gartner, Inc. There are many DataOps definitions across
thought leaders in this space, IBM, Gartner, Eckerson Group, Forbes and DataKitchen
Based on these sources, DataOps is the orchestration of people, processes, and
technology to accelerate the quick delivery of high-quality data to data users.
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DataOps promises to
streamline the process of
building, changing, and
managing data pipelines. Its
primary goal is to maximize the
business value of data and
improve a client’s experience
in data delivery. It does this by
speeding up the distribution of
data for reporting and analytic
output, while simultaneously
reducing data defects and
lowering costs.

+

+
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+

Today’s data
challenges revolve
around data
preparation and data
validation during
development, testing,
deployment and
production. An end
customer may wait
months before they
receive business value
from a business
intelligent report or
analytical model.

DataOps aims at resolving
common data pain points in
today’s big data world where
speed, quality, and reliability
are key. Many software
vendors have jumped on the
DataOps hype and developed
a multitude of tools,
platforms and services. When
it comes to data analytics,
many efforts fail because
they focus solely on one
dimension such as
technology while forgetting
the people or process
aspects.

Figure 1 . Gartner View : Hype Cycle for Data Management 2020

+

DataOps is used for building analytic solutions,
including reports, dashboards, self-service
analytics, and machine learning models. It
emphasizes the effective collaboration across
teams that handle different pieces of a data
pipeline, while keeping an overarching view.

DataOps applies the rigor of software engineering to the development and execution of
data pipelines, which govern the flow of data from source to consumption. It leverages
principles from successful frameworks with a data spin (DevOps, Agile and Statistical
Process Control). By delivering data “faster, better, and cheaper,” data teams increase
the business value of data and customer satisfaction.
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2. DataOps Dimensions
DataOps is a collaborative data management
practice focused on improving the
communication, integration and automation of
data flows between DataOps managers and
DataOps consumers across an Organization.
DataOps is a discipline with 3 dimensions,
People, Process and Technology. While there
are many software vendors that have
developed technologies to execute DataOps it
still requires the know-how of understanding
how to do this across three (3) dimensions as
depicted in Figure 2: Organization of a team to
promote fruitful collaboration and drive culture
change; Processes to transform existing data
pipelines to DataOps pipelines and absorb its
value; Advantageous technical product features
in a DataOps technology.

Figure 2. Three DataOps
Dimensions

2.1.1. DataOps Managers

A collection of people and roles that lead the delivery, management and support of highquality, mission-ready data at scale. This results in superior operating efficiencies and
transformational analytics. This group encompasses the following:

Data
Engineer

2.1 DataOps Team
DataOps supports a highly productive team with automation technology to help
deliver efficiency gains. There must be a tight collaboration among the team
defined in this section.

Information
Architect

DataOps
Engineer
6
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Data Engineers are responsible for data
availability, curation, and cleansing. They provide
mechanisms to capture data from different
sources across the enterprise. Publish core
datasets after cleansing and transforming
captured data. Data Engineers are generally a part
of IT, reporting to the CIO or CDO. Data Engineers
are intrinsically linked to data ingestion and
processing; therefore, it is vital that they keep
open lines of communication with data scientists
and analysts in order to fully enable analytics
further downstream. They may also collaborate
with developers to adopt and inject new
technology for data capture and analytics.

Information Architects establish the technical and
business architecture needed to facilitate access
to relevant enterprise information. They help build
out the future landscape in collaboration with the
relevant stakeholders within the Enterprise. The
close collaboration with business and technology
leaders, drives effective change by understanding
business challenges and translating them into
requirements and solutions.
DataOps engineers are responsible for the
frequent and timely releases of data pipelines and
data products into production. It is an extended
role from a Software Engineer. They manage and
automate e2e the provision of environments, data
on data platforms, deployment, testing, release,
security and monitoring processes. They have the
necessary DataOps skills to work with multiple
teams and personas to proactively recommend
improvements in data pipelines, processes, and
tools.

IBM Worldwide Community of Information Architects
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2.1.4 Interaction between the Enterprise

These are group of people who ultimately turn data into business value.

CDO/Sponsoring
IT Executive

Supports
DataOps
Team

Delivers
Value to

Provides updates to

Data Analysts perform analytics to summarize and
synthesize massive amounts of data in the data
warehouses created by data engineers. They create
visual representations of data to communicate
information that leads to insights either on an ongoing
basis or by responding to ad-hoc questions. They
may also play a Data Quality analyst.

Business
Executives

Provides updates to

Data
Analyst

Data Scientists conduct research and tackle openended questions. A data scientist must have domain
expertise and deep knowledge to create new
algorithms and models that address questions or
solve problems. Data scientists build machine
learning models, often through experimentation and
iteration, and published data science.

Directs

Data
Scientist

The diagram below outlines the line expected interactions between the different
roles.

Directs

2.1.2 DataOps Consumers

Provides
requirements to

A DataOps team must have the support of the entire Enterprise. DataOps must be
governed by the following roles existing in the organization to obtain commitment from
leadership and sustain a data-driven vision across the business:
Technical Execs
These are the various executive level personnel who have
overall responsibility for the running of the DataOps function
in the enterprise , from the initial definition and setup,
staffing and the subsequent ongoing operations. These are
the executives who are responsible for ensuring that the
DataOps function is adequately addressing the key success
metrics as agreed with the overall business. These are likely
to be one or more of such C-level execs as the CIO or CDO.

Business Users
These are the various
business consumers and
users of the output of the
DataOps function. In
addition this may include
various domain experts
(i.e. Customer SMEs,
Product SMEs)

Business Execs
These are the executives who are responsible for the Business functions which use or
consume the output from the DataOps function.

8
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Central
IT

Provides
requirements to

2.1.3 Enterprise Organization Collaboration

Business
Users

Figure 3 . Interactions Between Different Roles
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2.1.5 DataOps Workflow by Roles
The may
diagram
outlines
line expected
interactions
between
themay
different
Depending on the size of the enterprise, the number of people supporting each role defined for DataOps
varybelow
at times.
For the
a small
organization,
the same
person
be doing
roles.
more than one role. Figure 4. is a depiction of a data workflow focusing on the DataOps roles with the understanding these roles work with other supporting roles such as an
Infrastructure architect (storage architect).
Raw data
Design & Build Infrastructure
for Data

Organize
& Structure

Infrastructure
Architect

Data Engineer

Information
Architect

Refined data

Design,
Automate Data
Pipelines (CI/CD)

Explore &
Profile

DataOps
Engineer

Data Analyst

Transform

Business ready data
Operationalize

Model

Monitor Data
Pipelines

Govern

Data Analyst

Data Engineer

Consume

Business
User

Data Scientist

Information
Architect

DataOps
Engineer

DataOps
Engineer

Information
Architect

Figure 4. DataOps Deployment by Roles
Figure 4 shows key personas such as an Information
Architect, Data Engineer and DataOps Engineer interact with
other roles in the overall end-to-end process on several
different points.

Understanding the role of an Infrastructure Architect vs Information Architect
This role concentrates on the design of
infrastructures including servers, storage,
workstations, middleware, non-application software,
networks, and the physical facilities that support the applications
and business processes required by the client. Included in the
focus areas is the critical evaluation and selection of the software
and hardware components of the infrastructure. Best practices in
this role use various techniques including modeling, simulation,
and testing to validate the designs and selected products.
Infrastructure Architects are responsible for performance,
availability and scalability of the infrastructure.

This role focuses on the elements required to manage all
aspects of data and information (both structured and
unstructured) from business requirements to logical and
physical design. This role spans the full information management
lifecycle from acquisition, through cleanse, transform, classify and
storage to presentation, distribution, security, privacy and
archiving. The key interests of the Information Architect include
databases (relational, hierarchical and object-oriented), file
systems and storage management, as well as document imaging,
knowledge and content management, taxonomies and business
intelligence. Information Architects must be capable of designing
centralized or distributed systems that both address the user's
requirements and perform efficiently and effectively.

For example, an Information Architect is involved in the
initial definition of building the infrastructure to enable the
gathering of data in a coherent and efficient manner. To
ensure that key considerations such as scalability and
performance are considered. A Data Analyst, Data Engineer
and Data Scientist are involved in data discovery, data
preparation and modeling. An Information Architect and
DataOps Engineer are key to subsequent operationalizing
and governance of data such as ensuring the data structures
and the ecosystem support the Business Users appropriately
Source : Expertise Taxonomy
in terms of accessibility, granularity, timeliness and latency
https://expertise.sl.bluecloud.ibm.com/emcc/ext/reference/taxo_views/IAtree.html
of the data.
IBM Worldwide Community of Information Architects
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2.1.6 Evolving Role of DataOps in the Enterprise
As DataOps emerges as a distinct function, it is likely to act as an integration point
between two traditionally separate capabilities of Data Management and Dev Ops.

2.2 DataOps Skills
Persona

Responsibilities

Information
Architect

Data
Engineer

Figure 5. Evolving DataOps Roles in the Enterprise
One potential implication of the DataOps function is that it results in a closer level
commonality of processes and technologies between the typical Data Management and
broader Application development activities. DataOps will likely change organizations
such as, the way that traditional users of Data Management consume the outputs. There
may be an acceleration in the delivery of these data assets to users and a tighter
integration of how such DataOps artifacts are incorporated into the broader ecosystem.
System of Things requires the distributed deployment of analytics. The automation and
continuous development associated with DataOps enhances the ability to deploy
analytics (and associated governance) to devices within an Edge Computing architecture.
In this case, data and associated analytics that are relevant to the immediate
local/device needs are stored on the edge, whereas data and analytics associated with
long term/cross enterprise analysis may continue to be stored and managed in a more
central area such as cloud or on-prem.
DataOps focuses on a coherent hybrid-multi-cloud landscape integrated with a growing
layer of cloud-native applications as opposed to traditional data management, which is a
patchwork mixture of cloud native, migrated-to-cloud and on-prem applications that is
oriented to a specific environment.
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DataOps
Engineer

Data
Scientist

Conceptualizing and
visualizing data frameworks.
Understanding and
Designing the As-Is and ToBe Information Architecture

Designing , developing and
maintaining Data
Management technologies
used in DataOps pipelines.
Data Preparation activities
(Data Ingestion, Data
Integration, Data Cleansing)

Designing, automating and
monitoring the "DevOps"
components in a DataOps
landscape. Leverages and
applies DataOps principles
and best practices in CI/CD.
Works closely with Data
Engineers, Data Scientists,
and Data Analysts to
operationalize data
artifacts.
Building the various
required Predictive/ML
models and notebooks
Data Wrangling abilities
Knowledge of the range of
AI/ML/Deep Learning
Algorithms and Models

Data
Analyst

Data Visualization: Charts,
Graphs, Dashboards,
Tables, Reports

Technologies
RDBMS, NoSQL, Hadoop, Data
Mining/Data Modelling Tools (e.g.,
Erwin, RStudio DB Design), Data
Platforms (e.g. Cloud Pak for Data),
Architecture Frameworks, Data
Governance tools
ETL Tools (e.g., Data Stage, Data
Refinery, Informatica)
Data Quality Tools (e.g., Watson
Knowledge Catalog, InfoSphere
Quality Stage, Informatica) , Stream
and Batch processing frameworks
(e.g. .Spark)

Development tools and programming
languages (e.g. Watson Studio, Java,
Python), DevOps
Toolchains/Pipelines, Microservice
architecture and APIs, Automated
Deployment Frameworks (e.g.
Jenkins, Git, Kubernetes),
Orchestration Tools (e.g. Airflow),
Testing and Monitoring Tools (e.g.
JMeter, DataDog)

Notebooks such as Python, and
associated ML Libraries (e.g. Scikitlearn), ML Frameworks (e.g. BigML,
TensorFlow, MLOps), Model
Development & Deployment (e.g.
Watson Studio, Watson Machine
Learning, Open Scale)

Excel, Tableau, Looker, Qlik View,
Altryx, Spotfire and Data Quality
Tools

IBM Worldwide Community of Information Architects
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2.3 DataOps Process

Data

The intention of DataOps is to automate many existing manual tasks and streamline
the data pipeline creation process. Whether your organization is starting to develop a
basic DataOps practice or sustain a more developed practice, it is important to
baseline your team’s ability to deliver business-ready data fast and make a plan for
improvement that aligns with creating business value. Figure 7 depicts a DataOps
framework that contains steps, components and roles.
DataOps success begins with Data Governance. The cataloging of data assets by
capturing metadata and assigning policies to data classes, assessing and scoring data
quality, and leveraging tools for integrating data (as opposed to spreadsheets, tribal
knowledge, or hand coding). The key objective of DataOps is to combine agile
continuous integration/continuous development approaches in DevOps to align and
manage data with the goals of the business.
Overall, building new codes is just one part of DataOps; it also includes improving and
streamlining the data warehouse. For a DataOps methodology to be successful,
automation is essential and requires a data analytics pipeline designed with run-time
flexibility. A key requirement for the delivery of trusted data is a governed and
consistent data pipeline that relies upon data curation, data ingestion, catalogs and
classification using metadata and data sampling techniques.
A repeatable and robust data pipeline for the delivery of trusted and governed data
needs a mechanism to do the following activities:

Figure 6. Conceptual View of DataOps

•

Define and enforce data governance and data privacy policies consistently

•

Support efficient data movement

•

Initiate remediation or have industry-specific best practices and templates with
predefined glossaries

A conceptual view of DataOps is shown in Figure 6. With DataOps you operate data
rather than just engineer data. In other words, it creates continuous data flows with
automated processes and self-service tools that users can use to discover and deliver
data in a few days or hours. Compare that to the traditional method of launching an IT
project, which brings together information architects, application developers,
infrastructure architects, software engineers, testers, and other roles that are all
coordinated by a Project Management team. They orchestrate a complex symphony of
efforts to create a one-time data flow which takes months to complete. The following
month, when one of the data sources changes or the company moves an in-house
application to the cloud or a new web app needs to be added, the data flow is broken,
and the symphony must be replayed.

This process can deploy a governed data pipeline across different platforms
consistently without any source code or configuration changes and deliver fully
governed and trusted data. The DataOps process also needs to be supported with
appropriate tooling for remediation to support exception handling and management.
Back tracing and auditability of any change is a defector requirement for these
governed data pipelines.

IBM Worldwide Community of Information Architects
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Figure 7. DataOps Framework
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2.3.1 DataOps Foundational Disciplines

2.3.2 MLOps & AIOps

It is important to understand the process of gathering useful data is where the main
emphasis is required. This is where DataOps comes in since it is a combination of
processes and tools that enable high-quality results with accuracy and efficiency. The
working of DataOps borrows from other fields which are as follows:

Similar to the DataOps discipline, Machine Learning operation (MLOps) and Artificial
intelligence for IT operations (AIOps) look to increase automation and improve the
quality of production ML while also focusing on business and regulatory requirements.
Both approaches heavily depend on data and as such is where DataOps as a focused
discipline with a set of principles and best practices in data management comes into
play. MLOps applies to the entire lifecycle - from integrating with model generation
(software development lifecycle, continuous integration/continuous delivery),
orchestration, and deployment, to health, diagnostics, governance, and business
metrics.

DevOps Approach- DataOps
is one of the methodologies
derived from DevOps which
applies continuous analytics
on data models. In the case of
DevOps, operation specialists
and software developers work
under agile methodologies to
manage quality control in
software development.
However, in the case of
DataOps, operation
specialists work with data
scientists — under agile
methodologies — to
specifically work on data and
its associated solutions
derived from communications
apps and analytics software.

Agile Development: Just like
utilized in DevOps, DataOps
goes under agile development
which is an iterative
methodology of project
management that aims to
complete software projects
efficiently while reducing errors
to minimal. DataOps, itself,
modifies the entire data lifecycle
in Agile data engineering
processing by adding scaling,
verification and monitoring to
data pipelines after the data has
been put into operation phase.
The main idea is to build
operational concepts within
data analytics pipelines to get
data that is ready to be put in
production — and is available for
broader use.

Lean
Management: Conceptually,
lean manufacturing is mainly a
pipeline process in which raw
material enters the
manufacturing floor, flow
through the various
workstations, and exit as
completed products. The
process of DataOps is very
similar to lean manufacturing
since DataOps uses SPC
(statistical process control) to
verify data analytics in the
pipelines continuously. The
final goal is to ensure data
quality and keep check of
errors.

The overall DataOps function is a fusion of two different existing processes:
1) It leverages a “DevOps” based flow that defines the evolution, maintenance,
orchestration and monitoring of the underlying development procedures.
2) A “Data management” based flow that defines the processing that needs to be
carried out on the data assets being managed by the DataOps function.
IBM offers new innovative capabilities that include embedded machine learning (ML),
AI-automation, infused governance and a powerful data catalog to operational
continuous high-quality data across the business. DataOps efficiency depends on
extreme automation of data technology components used for the data pipeline.

18
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The unprecedented promise of machine learning (ML) is still unrealized, because data
scientists are spending most of their time on non-data-science work such as data
preparation. The common practice is that ML development through deployment relies
on ad hoc tools, plug-ins, scripts, and a myriad of siloed tools that are impeding
organizations, large and small, from streamlining ML development.
AIOps refers to the automation of IT operations tasks through artificial intelligence
(AI). AIOps and Autonomous Operations use machine learning to extract insight from
IT infrastructure data. Thus, helping operations teams overcome the unprecedented
complexity and scale of today’s IT environments. AIOps is recognized as a shield for
using the complex infrastructure management and cloud solution monitoring tools
which can aid to automate the data analysis and routine DevOps operations. AIOps
platforms free ITOps and drive better business outcomes, by ingesting operations
data to identify and resolve issues automatically. The core of an AIOps platform is the
AI that identifies problems and the root cause, thereby enabling the automation.

3. Implementing DataOps and supporting
Technology
The following subsections
discuss establishing DataOps
in your business, key
principles and steps based
on best practices in a
DataOps discipline. It
highlights key product
features that are
advantageous in a DataOps
tool chain.
IBM Worldwide Community of Information Architects
© 2020 Corporation 2020
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3.2

3.1 DataOps Trending Principles
1. Customer is the priority:
Understand the business
goals that will result in the
satisfaction of your
customer.

2. Effective Team
Collaboration across
data roles involved in
the delivery of data

3. Continuous delivery
with frequent
deployments and
reduction of cycle
times

4. Orchestrate: End-to-end
business data
orchestration that crosses
applications, services and
platforms with an
overarching view across
data preparation,
development, testing,
deployment and postproduction.

5. Automate Everything:
Automated data
processes, automated
testing during
development and
automated quality
control in production.

6. Auditability: Use
version control by
leveraging a git
repository. Data and
code should have a
point in time snapshot
to ensure consistency
or for trouble
shooting.

7. Implement Everything
as an Asset: All tools
produce some form of
asset that is data
dependent, whether
it’s AI (i.e. ML Model)
or BI (i.e. dashboard).
Use branch and merge
concepts to have the
right controls in place
to manage this asset in
development, test and
production.
10. Interoperable Multicloud: Unified multicloud architecture that
empowers sharing
across platforms
12. Measure Everything:
e2e monitoring and
observability

20

8. Multiple Workspaces:
Easily create multiple
workspaces by nontechnical data roles to
facilitate testing and
proof of concepts to
increase productivity.

9. Reusability: Focus on
creating reusable
data components
that can use
parameters to drive
the variations. As an
example, containers
in the hardware
virtualization space

DataOps Strategy
Implementing DataOps starts with a DataOps strategy. It consists of business priorities
and objectives as an organization. What are the short-term and long-term goals?
Establish the business areas that focus on AI/DS and Business intelligence and associated
business processes that will benefit the most from a DataOps framework. Form a DataOps
team, establish the roles and responsibilities and identify how existing data roles within
an organization map to these roles. Establish a toolchain that supports DataOps principles
to assist in the transformation journey.
Business Objectives
Everything leads from a clear set of business objectives and prioritized requirements to
accomplish customer satisfaction. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) should be defined
and captured up front to drive the necessary metrics for ongoing monitoring and
measurement of data.
Team Collaboration
Facilitating the ability for teams to more easily collaborate effectively with one another on
data management activities through a natural end-to-end workflow in data preparation,
development, testing and deployment. It should recognize and support the distinct
responsibilities of DataOps managers and DataOps consumers as well as their
dependencies. Features such as the easy hand-off of one role to the next with automation
and orchestration, proactively signaling data quality issues with alerts, access to the
entire team for data, code, configurations and quality reports. Ability to generate multiple
workspaces easily by any team member without delay to foster innovation while following
data privacy/data security guidelines are desired features.

3.3

11. High Data Quality: Data
Governance is a must to
ensure high data quality,
data lineage, metadata
management and data
privacy compliance.
13. Act on feedback: Resolve
root cause of issues early
to minimize future impact

IBM Worldwide Community of Information Architects

Step 0: Pre-Collect

Step 1: Collect

Information Architecture (IA)
The Information Architecture (IA) is a DataOps journey map that accelerates the selection
of data technologies and features that best support the required business objectives. It
nourishes a DataOps strategy and new evolving business requirements. The first step in
developing a robust and operative data pipeline in support of a data intensive application,
is to create the right IA. It should have a clear big picture strategy which includes the
current state, the to-be, and a plan on how to achieve the to-be from the as-is state. This
should consist of the applications, systems, services, data environment (e.g., public cloud,
private cloud, on premise), data storage (e.g., RDBMS, NoSQL, Data Warehouse, Data
Lake) data scope, data flows, data mapping/configuration, data format (e.g., structured,
un-structured, semi-structured), data virtualization, data security and privacy
implications. This would serve as the input to define the necessary data pipelines that
support the data requirements, Data orchestration that traverses along data pipelines
consisting of applications, systems, services, data storage types and create an
interoperable multi-cloud environment.
IBM Worldwide Community of Information Architects
© 2020 Corporation 2020
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3.4

Step 2: Organize

Data Ingestion/Preparation
Modern data analytics technology must support the ingestion of many heterogeneous
internal data sources and data acquisition from external systems. The key point is to
remove the heavy lifting effort involved with data movement between multiple data
sources in multiple environments. A suitable DataOps tool would provide out of the box
connectors to digest and integrate data from different sources and applications, like ERP
systems, social media channels, and databases. Simplify optimizing the performance
during data movement.
Data virtualization can be used for data integration where data resides in the original
source and there is no physical data migration to a target. Functionality that enables data
transformation, data aggregation, and data cleansing. The ability to create self-service
data preparation opens the scope to rapidly ingest different data types across different
data centers and better addresses the speed required in data analytics. The design of
these capabilities should produce artifacts that makes them re-usable.
Data Governance
DataOps pipelines require a solid Data Governance foundation. There needs to be an
Enterprise Data Catalog that consists of business data definitions, data location across
data environments, data format and data lineage to expose data to be usable and
discoverable. Catalogued Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine Learning (ML) models and its
features to drive re-usability. Data Quality controls with established thresholds based on
the KPIs defined in Step 0. Enterprise Data Standards and a Master Data Management
strategy for consistency and to drive trust in the data.
It is important to define data policies and complete sensitive data classification and data
masking. Metadata management/classification, Data Lineage tracking and Data Quality
are critical to self-service data analytics and important in the selection of a tool.

3.5

Step 3: Analyze

This step starts the CI/CD pipeline for MLOps and BI analytics. There are several
iterations that take place for MLOps and BI Analytics. DataOps teams develop and test
data pipelines in support of building ML/AI Models and BI artifacts. DataOps engineers
work on wrapping these artifacts as services to make them production ready. This may
consist of a number of microservices that follows a modular architecture, data pipelines,
data processing/computing technologies, data storage options and data centers. Treating
these artifacts as assets enables re-usability therefore speed and agility in the delivery of
data. Whether these assets are workflows that ingest data, cleanse transactional data, or
feature engineering for ML. It’s extremely important to have consistent data used for
development and testing to minimize data defects and code issues. Versioning of
data/metadata, code and configurations using a GIT repository is necessary to provide
auditability.

22
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Automate everything and test everything. Replace manual testing with automated testing
that focuses on looking at data e2e. Automated testing consisting of white box, black box,
and regression tests written beforehand to ensures no bugs are introduced. The key
feature is to be able to do this e2e throughout all the phases of DataOps not just for one
piece of the puzzle.

3.6

Step 4: Infuse

3.7

Step 5: Monitor Quality Control

In support of Continuous Delivery, DataOps teams must be able to reproduce
infrastructure, data, orchestration and code in an automated way from test to
deployment. This step is extremely important to ensure what was verified and validated
in test will hold true in production, no surprises. The goal is to do frequent deployments in
an automated manner. A toolchain that supports this through technology by the click of a
button is ideal. Take what was vetted during testing and quickly have that moved into
production. Ensure the business requirements identified in step 0 are met.

Measure everything and act on feedback! Once a solution is in production, the automated
monitoring of data, infrastructure, and resources must take place. Data changes over
time, and proactively addressing the impact to a solution in order to avoid business
failures later is important. Monitoring data pipelines e2e and not just pieces of it is the
goal, like step 3 during testing. Automated identification and notification of data quality
problems can prevent issues from traveling further down the pipeline where they can be
much harder to fix, and the cost of failure is high.

4. DataOps Toolchain
How do you implement a DataOps framework using tools and
technologies?
There are several DataOps tools and platforms available. Some address specific aspects
of data engineering while others concentrate on use cases like data science with a surface
level focus on data management. The ideal tool chain will support DataOps end-to-end
(see Figure 7) and consider its key principles (section 3.1).
How do technologies like Data Virtualization fit in? It can be leveraged in data integration
as an alternative to traditional ETL although it’s not a replacement. There are specific use
cases where data virtualization excels as it offers an abstraction layer reflecting the latest
data. However, there are cases where data replication might be needed. A future paper
will dive into more depth on how to implement a DataOps discipline using a supporting
tool chain.
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